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Ready,
Aim, Pull

Women find a home on
the range… with trap
shooting
By Trish Erbe Scozzari
Photography by Phil Bell
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W

hen music legend
Reba
McEntire
portrayed Annie
Oakley in the Broadway
play “Annie Get Your Gun,”
she knew how to shoot.

Perhaps not as well as Annie, America’s
first female sharpshooter, but Reba could
handle a rifle. She learned by taking up
trapshooting, a competitive sport using
a shotgun to shoot at clay targets. Since
the sport entered the scene in 1793, more
women have been “getting
their guns” to give the sport
a try.
Kimberly Rhode from
California was just 17 years
old when she won the Gold
Medal in trap shooting at the
1996 Olympics. She’s now a
three-time Olympic medalist.
It’s easy to see - this sport
offers a challenge to those
who are up for it.
If you head over to the
Blue Creek Sport Shooting Complex &
Preserve, you just might catch a glimpse
of one local trap shooter in action. Toni
Tease may be a registered patent attorney
by day, but once a week, she trades her
law books for her Benelli Montefeltro
20-gauge semi-automatic shotgun and
heads to the shooting complex.
As a part of her work, many of Toni’s
clients happen to have gun-related
patents. “Whenever I meet with a
patent client,” explains Toni, “I need
to understand the mechanics of the
invention. I took up shooting because
I wanted to understand the sport of
shooting, not just academically, but why
people do it – why it’s fun.”
Standing in the middle of a “trap field”
about 10 miles southeast of Billings, Toni’s
5’4” svelte frame withstands a rigorous
round of trapshooting. Clad in jeans, a
long-sleeved camouflage shirt, shooting
vest, orange earplugs and protective
eyewear covering her intensely blue eyes
this 44-year-old athletic mother of two
yells “PULL!” She nails the first “clay
pigeon” in mid-air.
“I like the view up here on the hills,”

Toni remarks, while taking a quick break
from concentrating on blowing apart
orange biodegradable sporting clays.
(Originally called ‘clay pigeons,’ these
discs about the size of a saucer were live
birds when trap shooting first began). The
view is awesome but for Toni it’s about
being alone. “I come out here for one
hour once a week and shoot 100 rounds.”
Toni discovered the sport after taking
a Hunter’s Safety Course with one of her
sons last year. “The more you know about
guns the less threatened you feel around
them,” says Toni. “It’s also a way to relate

The Amateur Trapshooting
Association (ATA) counts
more than 8 million clay
target shooters worldwide.
Ninety percent are men.
“Toni does a good job,” boasts Mel
Armstrong, manager of the complex, as he
explains how the “trap house” simulates
a bird flying up out of the field. “It’s the
element of surprise when that clay pigeon
flies out from the left, right or
center of the trap house every
time Toni yells ‘Pull.’”
“For me it’s the sport,”
Toni says with confidence
while stowing her shotgun back
into its hot pink custom-made
gun bag. “Shooting is all about
physics, my favorite subject. It’s
motion and velocity.” And, it’s
one that offers a challenge to
this attorney when she needs a
little down time. “It’s a mental
and physical challenge and it gets me out
of the office. Some women go to the spa. I
come out here!”

I took up shooting because
I wanted to understand the
sport of shooting, not just
academically, but why people
do it – why it’s fun.
to your sons,” referring to her 13-yearold son, Magnus, and 11-year-old son,
Gunnar.
It’s also a way to spend extra time with
another man in her life. Toni mentions
she’s changed her mind about possibly
bird hunting this fall with husband
Leif Johnson, Civil Chief for the U.S.
Department of Justice for the State of
Montana. “I went to the gun store and
bought my gun right after I had told my
husband I’d never go hunting!” Now with
a safety course and trap practice, she’s
ready to go.
Jim Bailey, owner of the Blue Creek
complex,
says
Toni, a lifetime
member, comes
out by herself on
a regular basis.
“We provided a
little instruction
to get her started
and now she’s out
here in the rain,
snow, wind and
sun -- it doesn’t
matter.”

Where do I go from here
to try the sport?
Blue Creek Sport Shooting Complex and
Reserve offers 275 acres of sprawling
sport shooting and outdoor recreation.
For more on membership and what the
complex offers, visit them online at www.
bluecreeksport.com.
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